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ABSTRACT Just as big data are becoming one of the main topics in the scientific world, official statistics

bodies are trying to assess the potential of the use of these new sources of data. Eurostat, as the statistical
office of the European Union, set up a task force which is performing some pilot studies on different big
data sources. One of these sources is represented by Wikipedia. The aim of the paper is to evaluate the use
of Wikipedia page views as a source of information for the identification of factors that drive tourism to an
area and whether it is possible to predict tourism flows using these data. Assessing the potentiality of
building some lead indicators is another issue to be explored. The analysis is performed on three cities
(Barcelona Bruges and Vienna), considering all the points of interest of the area (culture, heritage, athletic,
nature, leisure, etc.). Starting from Wikidata, the linked data source of the Wikimedia Foundation, we
identify all the points of interest of the cities, the related Wikipedia articles and get their monthly page
views. The attention is then moved to the study of these pages' number of visualizations, with the
construction of heat maps that graphically highlight the main points of interest of the area and looking
which types of points of interest are more popular. The research continues with the analysis of time series
of the page views combined with official tourism data, in order to identify possible factors that drive
tourism to that specific area. We will evaluate the possibility of predicting tourists' flows with them.
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1. Introduction
Page view statistics is a tool available for Wikipedia pages, which allows to know how many people have visited
an article during a given time period (usually hourly counts).
In this study, we use two different sources of data: Wikipedia page views of all the articles with geo-coordinates
that relate to the three cities (the big data source) and official tourism data, composed by arrivals (number of
passengers) and overnight stays (number of bookings).
We decided to perform this study on three different European cities: Barcelona (Spain), Vienna (Austria) and
Bruges (Belgium). The choice was made considering the different sizes and characteristics of those cities and the
different reasons that attract tourists there.
The languages that are considered in our study are 311: the 24 official languages of the European Union plus
other 7 languages that were in the top Wikipedia rankings in terms of number of page views.

1.1 Big data source
Big data sources that are potentially relevant for official statistics are those which cover large portions of
populations of interest and which can potentially provide answers to questions raised by policy makers and the
civil society (Reis et al., 2016).

1

bulgarian (bg), czech (cs), danish (da), german (de), greek (el), english (en), spanish (es), estonian (et), finnish
(fi), french (fr), irish (ga), croatian (hr), hungarian (hu), icelandic (is), italian (it), lithuanian (lt), latvian (lv),
macedonian (mk), maltese (mt), dutch (nl), norwegian (no), polish (pl), portuguese (pt), romanian (ro), russian
(ru), slovak (sk), slovene (sl), albanian (sq), serbian (sr), swedish (sv), turkish (tr)
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As a new data source, big data offers great advantages and challenges for official statistics. On the one hand,
they offer the possibility of higher timeliness, increased efficiency of statistical production systems, much higher
detail and significant development in regional and spatial statistics. Big data sources consist of direct
measurements of phenomena and not on indirect reporting by a survey respondent, which may result in improved
accuracy.
On the other hand, the complexity of production systems will increase, as single big data sources cannot be
expected to answer all statistical needs and will need to be combined with survey data, administrative sources
and other big data sources. One important challenge of big data sources is the assessment of the quality of the
statistics with it. They very often suffer from selectivity, which may lead to biased results if not measured and
accounted for. However, they stress in particular the existing quality frameworks in statistics by bringing new
factors which were not present in traditional sources.
Some work on assessing the quality of this big data source has been done in the paper by Reis et al. (2016),
where they tried to take the principles of three different statistical quality frameworks (from UNECE, Eurostat
and AAPOR) and apply them to this specific data source.
Wikipedia page views represent the source of data that we use in our analysis, but they are not immediately
available and they require a bit of work to getting them. We first must select the articles that we want to include
in the study. In order to do so, we decided not to start directly on the selection of articles on Wikipedia, but to
use the Wikimedia Foundation linked data source, Wikidata. It is worth giving a short introduction to it.
First, we are in the area of Semantic Web, which "provides a common framework that allows data to be shared
and reused across application, enterprise, and community boundaries", according to the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) (2011). It represents one of the best examples of linked data, a method of publishing
structured data so that it can be interlinked and become more useful through semantic queries.
Wikidata is a document-oriented database, focused on items. Each item represents a topic (or an administrative
page used to maintain Wikipedia) and is identified by a unique number, prefixed with the letter Q. This enables
the basic information required to identify the topic the item covers to be translated without favouring any
language.
It is useful to add a small example that could explain better how an item is composed. Let's search for the item
'cat' (in the sense of the animal) on Wikidata and see how it appears. In Figure 1 there is a screenshot of how the
item looks like.
Figure 1 – Structure of a Wikidata item

First of all, it has a title ('cat'), the Wikidata identifier (Q146) and a little description ('domesticated species of
feline'). Then a lot of boxes appear containing different information; on the left side, the item's translation in
other languages, the statements about the item and the identifiers. These last two elements allow querying from
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the database. On the right side we have indeed the links to all the Wikimedia Foundation projects articles that
concern this item, in this case, the cat.
In order to get data from this data source, the Wikimedia Foundation provides the interface "Wikidata Query
Service"2 that allows to query its database using the language SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query
Language). When opening the infrastructure, some examples are presented, so that also people who are not
familiar with this language could be able to perform queries. In Figure 2 you can see how the first example
provided by the Query Service, 'cats', looks likes. On the upper part of the page the query that we want to
perform appears. In this case you can recognize the identifier of the item 'cat' that we mentioned previously,
Q146. The infrastructure also provides a help service and allows to understand the meaning of each identifier
just passing the mouse on.
After having run the query, the results appear in the lower part of the page, showing the elements that were asked
(in this case the item identifier and the item label that appear on the second line of the query) and the possibility
to download the output in various formats is given.
Figure 2 – Wikidata Query Service

In our study, we want to get all Wikidata items with geo-coordinates that fall into the area of the cities, and to do
so, there are three different kinds of queries:
1.

Using the administrative entity of a location; in this case it is required to specify the Wikidata identifier of
the city. The Query Service returns all items that have the chosen city as 'location'. This method returns
fewer Wikidata items than the following two.

2.

Using a radius around the location; in this case the Wikidata identifier of the location and a radius in
kilometres are required. Wikidata returns all items that fall into a circle with the specified radius and with
the centre located into the city's geo-coordinates.

3.

Using a box around the location. In this case it is required to choose two items that are placed at two
opposite corners with respect to your target location. Then, to specify at which corner they are placed, in
the format: SouthWest, SouthEast, NorthWest, NorthEast.

For our purpose, the best query to perform is the second one. The SQL query that we run is the following:
SELECT ?item ?name ?coord
WHERE {
wd:Q1492 wdt:P625 ?mainLoc .
SERVICE wikibase:around {
?item wdt:P625 ?coord .
2

https://query.wikidata.org/
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bd:serviceParam wikibase:center ?mainLoc .
bd:serviceParam wikibase:radius "10" .
}
SERVICE wikibase:label {
bd:serviceParam wikibase:language "en", "cs", "da", "de", "el", "bg", "es", "e
t", "fi", "fr", "ga", "hr", "hu", "is", "it", "lt", "lv", "mk", "mt", "nl", "no",
"pl", "pt", "ro", "ru", "sk", "sl", "sq", "sr", "sv", "tr".
?item rdfs:label ?name
}
}
where:



at line 3, 'Q1492' is the Wikidata identifier of the location (in the example, Barcelona);
'P625' is the requirement on the item to have geo-coordinates.

Then, two different services are used by the query:

'wikibase:around', which queries for items that fall into a circle around the location;

'wikibase:label', which gets the labels (names) of the Wikidata items in some chosen languages. We
decided to use 31 languages in the study, the 24 official languages of the European Union, plus other 7
languages that were in the top Wikipedia rankings in terms of number of page views.
Before starting with the analysis of the data, we have to define precisely what a city is. In order to answer to this
question, we decided to consider the Urban Audit dataset provided by Eurostat 3. According to it, cities are
identified at three different levels:
1.
2.
3.

A City is a local administrative unit (LAU) where the majority of the population lives in an urban centre
of at least 50000 inhabitants (C in Urban Audit dataset).
The Greater City is an approximation of the urban centre when this stretches far beyond the
administrative city boundaries (K in dataset).
The Functional Urban Area consists of a city and its commuting zone. (This was formerly known as
larger urban zone (LUZ)) (F in dataset).

As a starting point of this study, we decided the following:




For Barcelona we consider two levels: City (C) and Greater City (K), as some tourists' attractions there
could go over the city boundaries.
For Vienna, we consider only the City (C), as this area itself is very vast (four times the surface of
Barcelona City).
For Bruges we consider the City (C) and the Functional Urban Area (F).

In order to perform the query, it is necessary to choose a radius that will contain all the borders of the city. To
compute this, we used the software ArcGIS. We loaded the cities' shapefiles and drew a circle around each. The
results are the following (they refer to the bigger level considered):




Barcelona: 39 kilometres (level K)
Vienna: 47 kilometres (level C)
Bruges: 55 kilometres (level F).

Then, for the sake of simplicity, a radius of 30 kilometres fits for all the cities in the radius approach.
The query can be run on the Website provided by the Wikimedia Foundation (https://query.wikidata.org/), but
we decided to automate the whole process by creating some R functions that perform the extraction. The R
scripts of the newly created functions, as well as the scripts of the whole analysis are available online4. The study
was run on the "Sandbox", an environment created at UNECE with support from the Central Statistics office
(CSO) of Ireland and the Irish Centre for High-End Computing (ICHEC).

3
4

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/cities/data/database/
https://github.com/avirgillito/unece-sandbox2015-wikistat/
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After having obtained the list of Wikidata items around the city geo-coordinates, we have to filter them in order
to consider only those items that fall into the Urban Audit shapefiles. This procedure can be performed using
ArcGIS or in RStudio using some overlay functions. From now on, as each Wikidata item has geo-coordinates,
we consider it as a point of interest of the city.
Once this filtering procedure is performed, the number of points in each city is displayed in Table 1.
Table 1 – Number of points of interest in each city at different Urban Audit levels
City
Urban Audit level Number of points of interest
Barcelona
C
1093
K
1450
Bruges
C
561
F
649
Vienna
C
2663
These numbers just represent Wikidata items with geo-coordinates that fall into the shapefiles of the city. We are
interested into the Wikipedia articles related to these items in the chosen 31 languages. Some ad hoc built R
functions and some filtering methods allow this procedure and the result is available in Table 2.
Table 2 – Number of Wikipedia articles in each city at different Urban Audit levels
City
Urban Audit level Number of points of interest Number of Wikipedia articles
Barcelona
Bruges
Vienna

C
K
C
F
C

1093
1450
561
649
2663

3996
5256
868
1127
6315

You can note that there are fewer items, as some ones from the original list do not link to any Wikipedia articles,
or they do but not in the considered 31 languages.
The total number of Wikipedia articles is 12698. It is necessary to add to this list also the so-called "redirect
articles", which are pages that have no content themselves but they send the reader to another page, usually
another article or section of an article. The list of Wikipedia articles plus the redirects is composed by 27850
elements.
After having defined the final list of articles, we extract the Wikipedia monthly page views. This is made
possible through the Page views statistics, which is a tool available for Wikipedia pages. It allows to see how
many people have visited an article during a given time period. We consider the monthly page views from
January 2012 to December 2015.

1.2 Official statistics source
Official tourism data are available on the Web for the three cities, in particular:


Barcelona: data are available from the Website of the municipality of Barcelona
(http://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/en/). They concern monthly arrivals and overnight stays by country of
residence from January 2012 to May 2016.



Bruges: data are provided by the Flemish tourism Website (http://www.toerismevlaanderen.be/). They
concern monthly arrivals and overnight stays by country of origin from January 2012 to December 2015.



Vienna: data provided by Statistics Austria (http://www.statistik.at/web_en/statistics/index.html), they
concern monthly arrivals and overnight stays by country of origin from January 2015 to April 2016.

As we extracted Wikipedia page views from January 2012 to December 2015, the same period has been used as
a reference for official tourism data. For Vienna, we contacted the Directorate for Spatial Development at
Statistics Austria that provided us with the missing data (January 2012-December 2014).
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2. Methodology and results
Once we extracted the Wikipedia page views and we got the data from the tourism offices, it is time to start
analysing them. We decided first to focus on the big data source as it is, because we think it is important to
identify what people are interested in when searching information on a city. After that, we try to classify the time
series of the Wikipedia page views, in order to identify the factors that drive tourism to an area, and we try to
combine the two datasets to identify common patterns.

2.1 Points of interest in cities
First of all, we decided to build some interactive maps to visualize how the points of interest are distributed
across the three cities and their importance according to their number of page views.
The following maps were built in RStudio using the package leaflet, which is one of the most popular opensource JavaScript libraries for interactive maps. To better inspect the output, we put all the maps online 5. We
only show the map for Barcelona (Urban Audit level C) and leave the other maps to the curiosity of the reader.
In Figure 3 a screenshot of the map is available. Each circle represents a Wikidata item. The size of the circle
and the intensity of its colour are according to the sum of page views of the related Wikipedia articles that refer
to that specific Wikidata item, considering the 31 languages of our analysis.
Figure 3 – Map of Barcelona (Urban Audit level C) points of interest according to Wikipedia page views

As we already mentioned, these are interactive maps, so it is possible to zoom in and go into the details of the
different areas of the city, as shown in Figure 4. It is also possible to know the name of the point of interest, just
clicking on it.
5

serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Barcelona_C/Barcelona_C.html
serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Barcelona_K/Barcelona_K.html
serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Bruges_C/Bruges_C.html
serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Bruges_F/Bruges_F.html
serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Vienna_C/Vienna_C.html
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We also group page views by language, compute the top six and plot in charts. In this case also we built
interactive charts using the R package dygraph, all available online (not provided into this paper)6. We decided
to plot just the top six languages, identified by summing up the page views for the four year period. The charts
are interactive, as it is possible to choose the period to display with the pointer placed at the bottom of the plot.
Figure 4 – Map of Barcelona (Urban Audit level C) points of interest according to Wikipedia page views (detail)

The same time series have been put in some maps, where you can choose which of the six languages to display.
We used again leaflet to create interactive maps, also available online7. In this case, the different languages are
shown accordingly to the choice of the user, just by flagging the box on the upper right side of the map. Each
language has a different colour and each circle represents a Wikidata item. As seen before, the size of the circle
and the intensity of its colour are proportional to the page views of the Wikipedia articles related to that specific
Wikidata item in the 31 languages. In Figure 5 it is possible to see the difference in Barcelona (Urban Audit level
C) between Spanish and German languages, respectively on the second and third place of the top six ranking.

6

serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Barcelona_C_top_6_lang_ts/Barcelona_ C_top_6_lang_ts.html
serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Barcelona_K_top_6_lang_ts/Barcelona_K_top_6_lang_ts.html
serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Bruges_C_top_6_lang_ts/Bruges_C_top_ 6_lang_ts.html
serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Bruges_F_top_6_lang_ts/Bruges_F_top_ 6_lang_ts.html
serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Vienna_C_top_6_lang_ts/Vienna_C_top_ 6_lang_ts.html
7

serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Barcelona_C_top6/Barcelona_C_top6.html
serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Barcelona_K_top6/Barcelona_K_top6.html
serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Bruges_C_top6/Bruges_C_top6.html
serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Bruges_F_top6/Bruges_F_top6.html
serenasignorelli.altervista.org/Vienna_C_top6/Vienna_C_top6.html
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Figure 5 –Map of top six languages in Barcelona (Urban Audit level C) according to Wikipedia page views
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2.1.1 Categories (classification)
After this first visual analysis on the page views, we need to classify the time series according to the topic of
each Wikipedia article. A sort of classification was already available from Wikidata, in the form of statement
P31 "Instance of", which represents a sort of category the item belongs to. But the problem is that no hierarchy is
available and some items that apparently could be classified in the same way belong to sub or upper categories.
We decided, then, to build a classification that could reflect the real content of the article. Topic modelling
represents the area we are dealing with, and in particular, we use an algorithm called Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA). It is defined as a generative statistical model that allows sets of observations to be explained by
unobserved groups that explain why some parts of the data are similar. In LDA, each document may be viewed
as a mixture of various topics. This is similar to probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA), except that in
LDA the topic distribution is assumed to have a Dirichlet prior.
In particular, we assume that there are j underlying latent topics according to which documents are generated,
and then each topic is represented as a multinomial distribution over the |V| words in the vocabulary. A
document is generated by sampling a mixture of these topics and then sampling words from that mixture. For
more details on the model see Blei et al. (2003).
In R, a dedicated package is available on CRAN, which is called topicmodels8 and allows using LDA models
and Correlated Topics Models (CTM).
The data on which we perform the analysis is the content of the article, called Wikimarkup. This is made
available again by the Wikimedia Foundation. The function that was built to download the Wikimarkup of each
article is available in the GitHub repository.
The classification has to be done in one single language, but this does not represent a problem in our study. As
we are working on Wikidata items, which they group in a single place the same article in different languages,
once we are able to classify one Wikipedia article, the classification is easily extendable to the same article in
other languages. We computed the number of articles we have in each language and we chose the language with
the highest number of articles. In our case, the languages chosen were Spanish for Barcelona, Dutch for Bruges
and German for Vienna.
Before applying the model, it is necessary to perform some text mining on the content of the articles. This is
done through the tm R package9; in particular:
-

Transformation of the Wikimarkup into corpus
Transformation of characters into lower letters
Removal of some symbols, as €, ", etc., punctuation, numbers, whitespaces
Removal of stopwords for the specific language (the default ones provided into the package)
Stemming10 of all words in the corpus
Removal of some particular stopwords that often appeared and biased the results (i.e. "wien", "austria",
"osterreich", "vienna" for Vienna).

After these cleaning operations, we build a document term matrix and apply the LDA algorithm. The only thing
we have to specify in advance is the number of topics we want to identify from the articles. We tried different
numbers, and looking every time at the results we found out which was the best choice.
After a check on the official tourism data, we decided to perform the analysis only considering the Urban Audit
level C, as it represents the borders the tourism offices refers to in their data.
This algorithm is able to group the articles together and identify the main categories in the city. Unfortunately,
the method is not 100% precise, as some categories are a sort of a mix and we always have one unclear category
for each city. We decided then to identify some keywords that defined the categories and use them to classify
unmatched cases. This is possible performing string match between each of the keywords and the title of the
unclassified articles.
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https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/topicmodels/index.html
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/tm/index.html
10
The process of reducing inflected (or sometimes derived) words to their word stem, base or root form.
9

9

After the classification on Wikipedia articles, we group them by Wikidata item (or point of interest in the city).
This approach allows us in the end to classify 95.5% of the total number of Barcelona Wikidata items, 89.7% of
Bruges items and 79.2% of Vienna items. We identified 14 categories for Barcelona, 11 for Bruges and 23 for
Vienna, plus an 'unclassified' residual category for each of the three cities. The results of the classification are
shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6 – Results of the classification on the Wikipedia articles for the three cities

Barcelona
• Public transport
• Sport
• High education
• Theatres
• Buildings
• Streets and districts
• Museums
• Sagrada Familia
• History
• Institutions/organizations
• Monuments and fountains
• Culture and art
• Parks
• Places of worship

Bruges
• Public transport
• Streets and streams
• Libraries
• Buildings
• High education
• Companies
• Bridges and canals
• Sport
• Districts
• Places of worship
• Museums

Vienna
• Sport
• Council housing
• Institutions/organizations
• History
• Township
• Places of worship
• Companies
• Bus stops and stations
• Mountains
• Transmitters
• Embassies
• Streets and squares
• Rivers and parks
• Museums
• Towers
• Buildings
• Hospitals
• Libraries
• Statues and fountains
• High education
• Bridges
• Theatres
• Cemeteries

After the classification is completed, we are able to join the points of interest to the Wikipedia page views, so
that we can build a ranking among the categories. Considering just the top five for each city, these are the
results:
Barcelona:
1. Sport 64.3%
2. Sagrada Familia 14.8%
3. Buildings 9%
4. Public transport 2.8%
5. Streets and districts 2.4%

Bruges:
1. Sport 40.1%
2. Places of worship 23.3%
3. Districts 13.7%
4. Buildings 8.7%
5. Streets and streams 6.8%

Vienna:
1. History 38.4%
2. Institutions 22.8%
3. Buildings 7.9%
4. Museums 6.7%
5. Sport 3.7%

These rankings were built considering the 31 languages together. Looking at the rankings for each language, no
big differences appear, except for those languages that do not have many articles (where only some categories
appear in the rankings, due to the lack of Wikipedia articles).
This classification is fundamental in the next step of the study, the combination of the big data source with
official tourism data, which is described in the next paragraph.

2.2 Combined data sources
In this final phase, the goal is trying to predict tourism flows using a big data source.
The model that we thought was suitable, at least for a first analysis, is an Autoregressive Integrated Moving
Average with Explanatory Variables (ARIMAX). The choice was made considering the fact that the official
tourism series we are trying to model could be in some way linked to the values assumed in previous periods
(that's why the AR part) and that the regression errors could represent a linear combination of error terms whose
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values occurred contemporaneously and at various times in the past (the MA part). The 'I' stays for 'Integrated',
because, as we will see, the series are non-stationary and we had to difference them before. We decided also to
standardize the series. But let's see in detail how we proceed.
First of all, the variables that we consider in this phase are:
-

For tourism data: number of passengers and number of bookings, which they respectively represent the
arrivals and the overnight stays.
For the big data source, we consider all the classified series that we identified in the previous paragraph
(14 series for Barcelona, 11 for Bruges and 23 for Vienna, not considering the unclassified category).

Before trying to model the series, it is necessary to look at them to identify some issues. First of all, we
decompose the series and find that all the series present seasonality, so we remove it in order to deal with
seasonal adjusted data. A trend component is also present in all the series, so we have to difference the series
before trying to model them.
Once the series are ready, we load the forecast11 R package. It allows us to use an ARIMA function with external
regressors (represented by the Wikipedia page views series), resulting in an ARIMAX model. The results appear
in Table 3.
Table 3 – ARIMAX results of official tourism data
City
Arrivals
Barcelona
Random walk
Bruges
AR(1)
Vienna
Random walk

Overnight stays
Random walk
AR(1)
Random walk

In the following tables (4 to 9) you can see only the significant parameters that arise from each model.
Table 4 – Significance of parameters in the model for Barcelona arrivals
BARCELONA Arrivals

Estimate

sport
-0.30998697221615362
theatres
-0.42136590963869014
institutions_organizat 0.32947151907455818
parks
0.68299039610063406
--Signif. codes:

z value

Pr(>|z|)

0.12877206229534527 -2.4073
0.19755381089363347 -2.1329
0.18891403770962925 1.7440
0.22554398903643211 3.0282

Std. Error

0.01607
0.03293
0.08115
0.00246

*
*
.
**

0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Table 5 – Significance of parameters in the model for Barcelona overnight stays
BARCELONA Overnight stays

sport
parks
--Signif. codes:

Estimate

-0.361016079056739825
0.711587149642935346

Std. Error

0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Table 6 – Significance of parameters in the model for Bruges arrivals
BRUGES Arrivals
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
ar1
-0.7727996 0.0984480 -7.8498 4.166e-15 ***
buildings
0.2662761 0.1028732 2.5884 0.009643 **
bridges_and_canals
0.1733007 0.0919555 1.8846 0.059482 .
sport
-0.2186508 0.1012729 -2.1590 0.030848 *
districts
-0.6598638 0.2991065 -2.2061 0.027376 *
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

11

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/forecast/index.html
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z value

Pr(>|z|)

0.133185691118201111 -2.7106 0.006716 **
0.233274457772622318 3.0504 0.002285 **

Table 7 – Significance of parameters in the model for Bruges overnight stays
BRUGES Overnight stays Estimate Std. Error
ar1
-0.77879474 0.09699727
streets_and_streams -0.16882002 0.09583642
buildings
0.30994291 0.09668776
bridges_and_canals
0.14445082 0.08619322
districts
-0.62176140 0.28124965
companies
0.48045249 0.27553858
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’

z value Pr(>|z|)
-8.0290 9.824e-16 ***
-1.7615 0.078146 .
3.2056 0.001348 **
1.6759 0.093759 .
-2.2107 0.027056 *
1.7437 0.081214 .
0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Table 8 – Significance of parameters in the model for Vienna arrivals
VIENNA Arrivals
Estimate
council_housing
-0.21150479025133434
history
-0.21689593819554567
institutions_organizations -0.27068649574237968
companies
0.21930883645215180
places_of_worship
0.52169366154791974
mountains
0.61366345226427943
transmitters
-0.16721008364738582
streets_and_squares
-0.36434819945770541
rivers_and_parks
0.42523625080431249
museums
-0.30183600731860266
buildings
-0.70549071830122045
libraries
-0.28103575299898470
statues_and_fountains
-0.23788281174234691
high_education
-0.31259171551245335
bridges
-0.21546620525578508
theatres
0.19538887642323732
cemeteries
0.26994789836933519
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05

Std. Error
0.11687612441086716
0.10389593986207492
0.11013290280547726
0.10433625184222449
0.12822147370991749
0.14653629386270214
0.09517255720810915
0.09203982426056539
0.13447311507870041
0.13450972715519283
0.13918660297496876
0.16370068560374301
0.12831294590770873
0.11827955062999722
0.11965678645584629
0.10426671478648680
0.12755473973663606

z value
-1.8096
-2.0876
-2.4578
2.1019
4.0687
4.1878
-1.7569
-3.9586
3.1622
-2.2440
-5.0687
-1.7168
-1.8539
-2.6428
-1.8007
1.8739
2.1163

Pr(>|z|)
0.070350
0.036832
0.013978
0.035558
0.0000472778
0.0000281682
0.078932
0.0000753926
0.001566
0.024834
0.0000004006
0.086022
0.063750
0.008222
0.071750
0.060940
0.034317

.
*
*
*
***
***
.
***
**
*
***
.
.
**
.
.
*

‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Table 9 – Significance of parameters in the model for Vienna overnight stays
VIENNA Overnight stays
Estimate
Std. Error
institutions_organiz -0.23909924113269234724 0.11665870723048821223
history
-0.29080966343579456312 0.11005217856315256675
township
0.52741045489362692322 0.18312495920444493702
places_of_worship
0.63446662616271076729 0.13581910004981564977
companies
0.28386921464500086687 0.11051858084025541207
mountains
0.72992056603182664531 0.15521914790050073130
embassies
-0.27973158526066743690 0.13732596290927245875
streets_and_squares -0.17445779706511521656 0.09749353904927396397
museums
-0.38241441767586953349 0.14247995816202979613
rivers_and_parks
0.44982111779051214828 0.14244117666777417197
buildings
-0.82588606473613934700 0.14743395792716282311
libraries
-0.55873696260414451586 0.17340059953052652797
bridges
-0.28150223481248132229 0.12674692005907631231
theatres
0.25684970154197328540 0.11044492343104718446
cemeteries
0.35340679201710567536 0.13511285937010902858
high_education
-0.27752304350836104474 0.12528807736668814976
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

z value
Pr(>|z|)
-2.0496
0.040407 *
-2.6425
0.008230 **
2.8801
0.003976 **
4.6714 0.00000299140 ***
2.5685
0.010213 *
4.7025 0.00000256975 ***
-2.0370
0.041651 *
-1.7894
0.073546 .
-2.6840
0.007275 **
3.1579
0.001589 **
-5.6017 0.00000002122 ***
-3.2222
0.001272 **
-2.2210
0.026352 *
2.3256
0.020040 *
2.6156
0.008906 **
-2.2151
0.026755 *

Looking at the sign of the significant parameters, a 'positive' in the models seems reasonable, as that means that
an increase in the number of page views of the articles in that category leads to an increase in the physical visits
to the city. The negative sign of other parameters, indeed, seems a little bit uncertain. So before taking any
conclusions, we decided to make another step ahead in the analysis.
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The approach we decided to follow is general-to-specific, in the sense that through the models we just showed,
we identify the significant categories, and these are be the only ones that will be considered from now on.
Furthermore, as the negative sign of some parameters seems a little bit ambiguous to interpret, we decided to
split the significant categories in two, taking aside the articles that collected the highest number of page views
and considering it as a unique category. We want to verify if this significant effect is caused just by one single
article or not.
In fact, for Barcelona, the category sport has the article 'Futbol Club Barcelona' that leads the page views
rankings with 75.8% of the total amount of the whole category. At the same time, a similar situation appears in
the theatres category, with the article 'Gran Teatro del Liceo' leading with 75.3% of page views. We then take
out these two articles from the categories and re-run the model with only the significant categories, plus the
corrected categories and the articles alone, in order to verify if something changes. The updated results are
shown in Tables 10 and 11 (only significant parameters).
Table 10 – Significance of parameters in the corrected model for Barcelona arrivals
BARCELONA Arrivals
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
sport
-0.482018
0.130877 -3.6830 0.0002305 ***
gran_teatro_del_liceo
-0.372502
0.126306 -2.9492 0.0031861 **
parks
0.362687
0.147159 2.4646 0.0137172 *
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Table 11 – Significance of parameters in the corrected model for Barcelona overnight stays
BARCELONA Overnight stays
Estimate
Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
sport
-0.38893801833560382 0.13689066946161060 -2.8412 0.0044940 **
parks
0.45129409089986566 0.13210024266218320 3.4163 0.0006348 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

As you can easily see, for arrivals, it is the single Wikipedia article related to the theatres that is driving the
negative effect on number of passenger, while the theatres category itself does not seem to have an importance.
The opposite situation appears for sport, where the Futbol Club Barcelona article seems not important and the
negative effects remain. The situation for the number of bookings, instead, does not change.
For Bruges, we investigate three categories: sport, districts and streets and streams. The first one has the article
about the soccer team 'Cercle Brugge' that collects 57.3% of the page views. For districts, the article about the
port 'Zeebrugge' has 82.1% of page views, while 'Belfort Van Brugge' for the last category collects 45.3% of
page views. Following the same procedure as for Barcelona, we re-run the model, obtaining the results in Tables
12 and 13.
Table 12 – Significance of parameters in the corrected model for Bruges arrivals
BRUGES Arrivals
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
ar1
-0.7456239 0.1016159 -7.3377 2.173e-13 ***
buildings
0.1976131 0.0864569 2.2857
0.02227 *
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Table 13 – Significance of parameters in the corrected model for Bruges overnight stays
BRUGES Overnight stays
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
ar1
-0.8040564 0.0919090 -8.7484 < 2.2e-16
buildings
0.3175176 0.0822512 3.8603 0.0001132
districts
-0.5548691 0.2045750 -2.7123 0.0066818
companies
0.5243503 0.2342962 2.2380 0.0252223
zeebrugge
-0.2993752 0.1460667 -2.0496 0.0404056
belfort_van_brugge
-0.2037880 0.0975403 -2.0893 0.0366835
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
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Concerning the number of passengers, the negative effects of sport and districts disappears, leaving only the
positive effect of buildings.
If we look at the number of bookings, the negative effect of streets and streams disappears, leaving just the
negative effect of the main article (in number of page views) of the category, 'Belfort Van Brugge'. The negative
effect of districts remains and gets reinforced by the article that was taken out from the category, 'Zeebrugge'. On
the positive side, as for number of passengers, we still see the positive effects of buildings and companies, while
bridges and canals disappeared.
To perform the same kind of analysis on the city of Vienna, we had to consider only the parameters with a level
of significance of 5% or less, otherwise we would have more regressors than observations in our model. As
before, we decided to split the categories that have a negative effect on number of passengers and number of
bookings, taking out the article that have the highest number of page views. Here it is a recap of the articles per
category:
-

for history, the article 'Österreich-Ungarn'
for institutions/organizations, 'Organisation erdölexportierender Länder'
for streets and squares, 'Wiener Ringstraße'
for museums, the article 'Der Kuss (Klimt)'
for buildings, 'Schloss Schönbrunn'
for high education, 'Universität Wien'.

The output of the new models is available in Tables16 and 17.
Table 16 – Significance of parameters in the corrected model for Vienna arrivals
VIENNA Arrivals
Estimate
institutions_organizations
-0.36298965941271039
places_of_worship
0.32820297327481268
companies
0.19521932214393181
mountains
0.28961368727461345
buildings
-0.31661461801440505
cemeteries
0.24054310627959383
schloss_schonbrunn
-0.27755183898650693
universitat_wien
-0.30124015245408076
osterreich_ungarn
-0.24502760409333993
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’

Std. Error
0.09855037654282442
0.12721534205886809
0.10402101248952993
0.09116441673164651
0.10008425899850198
0.10647146566921614
0.09935496000118831
0.11063706750558214
0.09724452586309917

z value
-3.6833
2.5799
1.8767
3.1768
-3.1635
2.2592
-2.7935
-2.7228
-2.5197

Pr(>|z|)
0.0002302
0.0098829
0.0605552
0.0014890
0.0015589
0.0238693
0.0052135
0.0064736
0.0117453

***
**
.
**
**
*
**
**
*

0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Table 17– Significance of parameters in the corrected model for Vienna overnight stays
VIENNA Overnight stays
Estimate
Std. Error
places_of_worship
0.344184620137694797 0.125318300549748907
companies
0.219496196483167205 0.090272504096270204
mountains
0.141981304176390072 0.075859911025589907
embassies
-0.529876307822059633 0.133429722547206003
rivers_and_parks
-0.936682864173964291 0.254396200297594188
museums
0.638847732524532974 0.236769384418305223
buildings
-0.432914712782285160 0.156215129904921757
high_education
-0.335415359429994675 0.137315237544817559
theatres
0.322709276944901258 0.117829570406176615
cemeteries
0.896416392969378806 0.161753163363808128
schloss_schonbrunn
-0.409401437305662363 0.114108891777931279
universitat_wien
-0.271926024897625851 0.086755145839510842
osterreich_ungarn
-0.571975443428321850 0.089908252638242675
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
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z value
Pr(>|z|)
2.7465
0.0060238 **
2.4315
0.0150371 *
1.8716
0.0612585 .
-3.9712 0.0000715110764 ***
-3.6820
0.0002314 ***
2.6982
0.0069719 **
-2.7713
0.0055838 **
-2.4427
0.0145792 *
2.7388
0.0061668 **
5.5419 0.0000000299244 ***
-3.5878
0.0003335 ***
-3.1344
0.0017220 **
-6.3618 0.0000000001994 ***

2.2.1 Final models
Considering only the significant parameters, the model that best describes the number of passengers and number
of bookings in Barcelona is a random walk composed as follows:
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠
= 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑡−1 − 0.482018𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 − 0.372502𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑛 𝑇𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑜 𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝐿𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑜
+ 0.362687𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑠 + 𝜖𝑡

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑡−1 − 0.388938𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 + 0.451294𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑠 + 𝜖𝑡
As the models suggest, the number of passengers arriving in Barcelona each month is positively affected by the
number of page views concerning parks, while a negative effect is related to page views about sport and the
specific Gran Teatro del Liceo. The same negative effect of sport category is visible also in the model that
explains the number of bookings in the city, plus the positive effects of the page views of articles about parks.
For Bruges, an autoregressive model of order one best describes arrivals and overnight stays as follow:
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 = −0.7456239𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑡−1 + 0.1976131𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 + 𝜖𝑡
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠
= −0.8040564𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑡−1 + 0.3175176𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 − 0.5548691𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑠
+ 0.5243503𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠 − 0.2993752𝑍𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑟𝑢𝑔𝑔𝑒 − 0.2037880𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑛 𝐵𝑟𝑢𝑔𝑔𝑒 + 𝜖𝑡
The number of passenger is positively affected only by buildings. This category also shows a positive effect on
number of bookings, combined with another positive effect from companies. The overnight stays are affected
also by negative effects from articles about districts and two specific articles, Zeebrugge (the port of the city)
and Belfort Van Brugge (a medieval bell tower in the city centre).
Again, the random walk is the model that best describes the situation for Vienna:
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠
= 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑡−1 − 0.362990𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
+ 0.328203𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 + 0.289614𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠 − 0.316615𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠
+ 0.240543𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 − 0.277552𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑏𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛 − 0.301240𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡ä𝑡 𝑊𝑖𝑒𝑛
− 0.245028Ö𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑐ℎ − 𝑈𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑟𝑛 + 𝜖𝑡
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠
= 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑡−1 + 0.344185𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 + 0.219496𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠
− 0.529876𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑒𝑠 − 0.936683𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑠 + 0.638848𝑚𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑢𝑚𝑠
− 0.432915𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 − 0.335415ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 0.322709𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠
− 0.409401𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑏𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛 − 0.271926𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡ä𝑡 𝑊𝑖𝑒𝑛 − 0.571975Ö𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑐ℎ
− 𝑈𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑟𝑛 + 𝜖𝑡

Vienna shows a higher number of categories that affect number of passenger and bookings.
In particular, arrivals seem positively affected by page views concerning places of worship, mountains and
cemeteries, while articles about institutions/organizations and buildings (plus three specific articles about the
University of Vienna, the Schonbrunn castle and the Austro-Hungarian Empire) show a negative effect.
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The parameters that affect overnight stays are a little bit different, with a positive effect from places of worship,
companies, museums and theatres. A negative effect seems provoked by the visits to articles about embassies,
rivers and parks, buildings and high education (plus the abovementioned three specific articles).

3. Conclusions and future research
The analysis seems promising, but al lot of work still has to be done and some issues have to be taken into
account.
First of all, we should consider the edit history of a Wikipedia article. Plotting the series, we could detect some
strange peaks in some categories, followed by a return to their previous trend. This could represent an edit of the
article (contributors make some changes and keep opening the article to check if it is ok) or even the
phenomenon of edit warring that occurs when editors who disagree about the content of a page repeatedly
override each other's contributions. The solution to this could be detecting the edits in the time series and adjust
the page views number accordingly (by reduce them in some way or adding a dummy variable to the model).
Second, we did not take into account any multicollinearity effects between page views series. An interesting
issue would also be to take into account some lags in the Wikipedia series, to see whether it is possible to
identify how much time before the trip the tourists look for tourism information from Wikipedia.
Third, it would be interesting to split the tourism flow into residents' tourism and foreigners' tourism, in order to
identify if something changes in the patterns.

Disclaimer
The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official views of the
European Commission (Eurostat).
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